MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Today I felt happy when

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Today I did really well when

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Today my friend

was really nice to me when

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Today I learnt

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Tomorrow I am looking forward to

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Today I made someone else feel good when

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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MY NAME IS
TODAY IS
Today I felt proud when

We'd love to see your wonderful creations - please allow us to share your work on
Facebook or Instagram by tagging us!

@jojomamanbebe @Nanasmanners

#sharethesmallsteps

We want your child to love this
activity! Here are some tips to help
you get the most out of your
child's confidence diary!

Remember, your child seeing their name written every day and talking
about the day of the week is far more important than them writing either
at this stage.
Maybe you write both while they watch or perhaps they write the first
letter and you the rest? Perhaps they would like to trace over your
letters? Let your child lead you with how much they feel comfortable
doing here.

Let your child dictate the sentence for you to write on each page and
resist the urge to correct them with minor grammar issues! Writing in their
own words at this point is far more powerful than perfection and this way
they will feel ownership over the creation. Although you are doing the
physical writing, by not changing any of their words, they will feel the
writing actually belongs to them.

Encourage your child to show their story in their picture and link the two.
It sounds simple but this is a skill in itself and an important step in story
telling. Let them explain the picture to you and praise how it represents
their writing!
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